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Q: How do I turn into supersonic if I unlock the werewolf in sonic vs lf2 1.3? Answer: It is necessary in this beta to take out all the mechanical doors and gates in the club mine, and go into the forest along the perimeter through the secret door, finding the cache. 00:40 *Q: Which lf1 player could go
superhuman with a Colt rifle and a box of ammo? Answer: nobody. Everybody died 00.50 *Q When will the supermarket with the portal to Cybertron appear? Answer In week 1-2 of the game, the super-soldier will spawn at the levels that were before. See, because game time is not over yet. 01:00 *Q Is it

possible to see and hear other races at the base? Answer No, do you know any Cyber-Fascist? 01.50 CCopter UTC1 #1: Can I ask any soldier for help? Answer Yes! If he doesn't kill you. 02:00 [01] Ccorp Crashkot #2: When will the Repetition mission start on lf-2 with a full set (including weapons) i.e.
like in solo fight? Answer Never, never will be. 09:50 CFTP: Fixed glitch with last shot sounds on target. 10:50 m5139: Do I understand correctly that CTP and CSGL can't use techniques, weapons and cannons in the spider tier? Answer True. 13:20 Shuriken_Green #1 "Inaccessible simulation appeared in

the sprawler" "what to do?" Answer: 1. Cover when she appears. 2. Get it before they start kissing and fighting with her.
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